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Abstract—Trust is an important factor in transferring data 

from the source to destination in wireless sensor networks. If 

any sensor node fails to transfer the data, the Dynamic 

Source Protocol calculates the alternate path. Currently, the 

Dynamic Source Protocol does not have any built-in 

functionality to calculate an alternate path if the path has a 

malicious node. Intruder detection system can detect the 

malicious node. However, intruder detection system is very 

expensive for wireless sensor networks and there is no 

guarantee in detecting a malicious node. In the current 

research, a trust-based approach is recommended to 

minimize the overheads of intruder detection system and 

detect the abnormal behavior nodes. The proposed model 

uses the repeated games to detect faulty (malicious) nodes 

through the cooperative effort in the sensor network and 

judges the trust of successive nodes. Further, the research 

includes the trust model with reliable neighbors and query-

based trust calculation. Simulations were presented for 

normalized payoff of packet dropping, average discount 

payoff, and trust relation.  

Keywords – wireless sensor networks; repeated games; packet 

transfer; trust-based approach; secure transfer of data. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are used to collect 

important data in sensitive areas including military 

surveillance, fire monitoring dangerous forests, and 

hazardous places including biological and chemical areas 

[42-46]. Secure communication is required for these 

applications, since sensors are deployed massively and 

unorganized way [1-6]. Due to the unorganized massive 

deployment, the black holes are common and malicious 

nodes will be created through hackers. Most of the times, 

eliminating the malicious nodes or further deployment of 

sensors at sink holes is very difficult [37]. 

WSNs are used in different applications including 

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), Industrial 

Automation (IA), Civil Structure Monitoring (CSM), 

Military Surveillance (MS), and monitoring the 

Biologically Hazardous Places (BHP) [47-52]. In CSM, 

MS, and BHP the data is transferred over a number of 

nodes and any malicious node in the path leads to a 

dangerous situation. Due to the WSN topology, injecting 

bad nodes is not difficult. Therefore, there is a need to 

create a secure transmission model with minimum 

overheads and transmit the data securely. 

Design of secure communication model with minimum 

overheads is very difficult [53]. The information security 

models (Intruder Detection System (IDS) and 

cryptography techniques) for wireless communications are 

not suitable to WSNs due to resource (processing and 

memory) limitations. Further the WSNs topology changes 

dynamically due to failure of nodes and the distance 

between the nodes is limited. Due to limited distance, 

frequent failure of nodes, and possible injection of 

malicious nodes, the trust of successive nodes and 

cooperation of neighboring nodes is very important. 

The trust depends upon the predictable behavior of 

successive nodes [1]. The Dynamic Source Protocol 

(DSR) cannot detect the malicious node, and the IDS 

package has overheads as well as more false alarms [54]. 

Hence, we need an alternative approach to detect the 

malicious node on the communication path with minimum 

overheads. The alternative approach includes trusting the 

next node in the path generated by DSR. Trust means 

transfer the packets above expected percentage (for 

example more than 95%). The trust level is calculated as 

the difference of packets received to transfer of packets by 

that node. 

The trust depends upon the predictable behavior of 

nodes within communication distance with their 

continuous positive behavior. The trust is the degree of 

belief, which is based upon the continuous or repeated 

experience. Trust is non-transferable, reputation-based, 

time dependent, subjective, contextual, and unidirectional. 

Due to the nature of the trust, researchers are recently 

diverted towards these simple models (trust base models).  

Since trust depends upon the closeness, the successive 

and neighboring nodes are included in the trust model. The 

successive node in the path is to communicate the data and 

the neighboring nodes (cooperation) are useful to confirm 

the trust factor, if the trust of successive node in the path is 

below the threshold (below the dependable value). 

Trust-based packet transfer uses the Belief-Based 

Packet Transfer (BBPT) [7]. The BBPT uses the history of 

the other nodes transferring the data through its successive 

node. The BBPT requires the cooperation of its neighbors. 

The BBPT works better with agent-based systems, where 
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the agent collects the history of nodes, sets the 

neighborhood, and processes the data. 

The rest of the paper introduces the related work, trust 

management, repeated games to model the trust level of 

successive nodes, and formulates the trust-based model in 

a cooperative environment. The paper further discusses the 

trust based packet forwarding, trust interaction with 

neighbor nodes, query-based trust calculation, conclusions, 

and the future research. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Trust management is not a new concept in the 

electronic market. Reputation and trust are the basics of 

product sales. Establishing trust on a product manufacture 

industry and reputation of a product is the source of sales. 

Similarly, establishing trust on a node transferring the 

packets and reputation of the node is very important to 

keep the sensor node on data transfer path. In recent 

applications, trust calculation and update the node ratings 

uses reputation-based trust calculation [37], [40], event-

based trust management [39], and agent-based trust 

management [30-32]. Further, repeated games help to 

detect the trustworthiness of a node in the path [37].  

The sinkhole detection, selective forwarding attacks, 

acknowledgement spoofing, detection of malicious node, 

and utility-based decision making were discussed in [3], 

[5], [8], [9], [12], [13], [15], [16], [17], [21], [22]. None of 

these results attempted to verify that the next node in the 

path was malicious or trustworthy to transfer the data. 

Failure to transfer the packets depends upon the normal 

failure of a node (communication path or battery loss or 

complete node failure) or a node compromises. The 

research of selective forward attacks and detection of 

malicious nodes provides an extra effort if the data does 

not reach the destination. A trusted path is needed at the 

time of transferring the data (packets). 

Perrig et al. [17] introduced the modified TESLA 

protocol [16] for sensor networks and named it μTESLA. 

The new protocol (μTESLA) is designed to show that 

security is possible in sensor networks by usage of a 

simple model to authenticate and transfer the data. 

Therefore, it is necessary to develop a simple model that 

eliminates unnecessary checks, avoids sinkholes, detect 

selective forward packet drops, and improve processing 

time. The Checkpoint-based Multi-hop Acknowledgement 

Scheme (CHEMAS) [22] identifies the localization of the 

suspected node that requires extra processing to detect a 

malicious node. The authors claim that the scheme 

(CHEMAS) has a high detection rate with communication 

overhead.  

Isolating misbehavior and stabling trust routing in 

wireless sensor networks was studied in [21]. The trust 

routing algorithm uses the μTESLA scheme to form the 

chain of trust. The chain of trust is an expensive process 

and has more overheads compared to trusting the next 

successive node. However, it is difficult to keep track of 

the complete communication path particularly in WSN. 

The authors in [21] discussed various search methods to 

detect the insecure locations and isolate those locations 

from communication paths. 

Zhang and Huang [24] used reinforcement learning to 

establish a secure path for packet transfer from source to 

the base-station. They concluded that adaptive spanning 

trees could maintain the best connectivity for transferring 

the packets between source and destination. The authors 

further discussed the energy-aware and congestion-aware 

problems for successful delivery of packets. 

The trust management in wireless sensor networks was 

discussed by Carmen et al. [4]. A trust management 

system helps to detect the node (faulty or malicious) 

behaving in an unexpected way. Liu et al. [10] presented a 

dynamic trust model for ad-hoc networks, where each 

node is assigned a trust value according to its identity. 

Sometimes trust level is also calculated by evaluation of 

nodes over other nodes. Evaluation of trust factor is done 

with IDS data and statistical data of packet transfer rate. 

Rebahi et al. [19] discussed a reputation based trust 

mechanism in ad hoc networks where each node monitors 

the neighboring nodes activities, sends the information to 

the reputation manager, and stores it in a matrix for 

evaluation of nodes. Probst and Kasera [18] developed a 

distributed, statistical method for reputation-based trust in 

sensor networks. The method computes statistical trust 

based on sensor nodes behavior in terms of experiences in 

order to isolates faulty sensor nodes.  

The belief-based packet-forwarding model in mobile 

networks using repeated games was discussed in [7]. The 

authors described the belief-based packet-forwarding 

model as being dependent upon history of other nodes’ 

information transfer. The model further enforces 

cooperation in the ad hoc networks. The performance of 

packet transfer slightly degrades due to enforcing the 

cooperation of nodes compared to unconditionally 

cooperative outcomes. The model further provides the ad 

hoc networks and needs to modify for WSNs. 

In this research, role of repeated games to detect the 

malicious or faulty node through a cooperative effort is 

discussed. The trust relation model and simulations were 

presented. Further, we discussed the trust model with 

reliable neighbors and query-based trust model. 

III. TRUST MANAGEMENT 

Trust is used differently in different fields. A person is 

trustworthy, if he/she is dependable and reliable. That is, if 

a person completes the work on time, with satisfaction 

then we say the person is trust worthy. Trust depends upon 

the satisfaction of completing work repeatedly and as 

expected. The concept is used in credit cards, bank loans, 

and work places. Different procedures are used at different 

places. Sensor networks do not deviate much from the 

original concept. 
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The conceptual differences between trust, security, and 

reputation were explained in [29]. Further, the authors 

explained the WSNs security issues and innovative 

approaches. The authors suggested the future researchers 

may use these approaches to model the trust in respective 

fields. The suggestions conclude that the research needs to 

divert to create innovative approaches for trust-based 

WSNs. 

Task-based trust management, event-based trust 

management and an agent-based trust management were 

studied in [30-34]. In [30], a general approach for task-

based trust management is used similar to economics to 

detect the malicious node. The event-based approach [31] 

uses several trust ratings to enforce the security in WSN. 

The agent-based trust models in [31-34] discuss the attacks 

on WSN, packet dropping, and local storage management 

using the trust policy. The models can further discusses the 

trust aggregation, Hello flood attack, and detect the 

malicious nodes.  

Hur et al. [35] presented a trust-based approach to 

distinguish illegal nodes from legal nodes. They claim that 

their approach detects insider attacks and uses trust 

evaluation model. The trust management model in [36] 

uses the Bayesian probabilistic approach. The model 

calculates the trust factor by using the current trust factor 

plus the second hand information received from its 

neighboring nodes. 

Trust is a subjective term used for reliability of an 

entity. It is a subjective probability of an individual 



A  that 

expects another individual 



B  to perform a given task. The 

trust management model helps to detect the intruders 

(malicious nodes) and discard them from the 

communication path [4], [6], [14], [19]. The concept of 

reputation (collecting data about the status of a successive 

node) linked to the trustworthiness [2] of a person’s 

example. In the current situation, trust depends upon the 

ratings of successive the node. If the ratings of the 

successive node are above the expected value (threshold) 

then the node will be trusted for transfer of data. Further, 

relaying on self-detecting misbehavior of nodes is 

dangerous. Therefore, collaborating between neighboring 

nodes is suggested. 

The data transfer scenario from node 



A  through the 

node 



D (Figure 1) establishes the trust of node 



D for 

future data transfers. For example, node A  sends data to 

node 



D and node 



D receives the data and acknowledges 

to node



A . There is no guarantee that node 



D transfers the 

data to the next successive node in the communication 

path. If the node 



A  knows that node 



D transferred the 

data successfully, then the node 



A  assumes that the node 



D can be trusted. After repeated transfers (successive 

node activity), if the trust factor reaches below the 

threshold, then node 



A  compares the trust factors of its 

neighboring node 



B  and the node 



C  that are transferring 

their data through node 



D. If nodes 



B  and 



C  trust the 

node



D, then node 



A  establish a new route for successful 

transfer of data and avoids node



D . Trust of the next 

successive node in data path is a kind of watchdog 

approach to detect the malicious node. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:  Scenario for node A establishing a trust of node D. 

In the proposed approach, each node maintains a rating 

of its successive node (number of successful packet 

transfers) in the path. If the ratings of a node are above the 

threshold (expected minimum error rate), then the current 

node continues to transfer the packets. The current 

approach does not expect to calculate all ratings (packet 

transfer, noise, jamming, and infection factor) of its 

neighboring nodes and selects the path of highest ratings 

[17]. Selecting the highest rating path requires additional 

processing time and is a burden on the energy budget in 

the sensor node. The proposed approach detects the 

malicious node using the trust factor. For example, if node 



D selectively drops the packets from node A  but not 

from nodes 



C  and 



D then node 



A  concludes that the path 

from node 



A  through node D cannot be trusted. Since the 

communication path from node 



A  to the node 



D  is not 

trusted, node 



A  establishes the alternative path. The 

alternate path is selected only if the successive node is not 

trusted. 

IV. GAME MODEL 

In games [11][23], the interaction between the players 

is inherently dynamic, so players always observe the 

actions of other players and decide their optimal response. 

Often, the game is played repeatedly to conclude the 

outcome. In repeated games, players have more 

opportunity to learn to coordinate their actions depending 

upon the previous outcome. In Figure 1, Player 1 and 

Player 2 (node 



A  and node



D) are involved in transferring 

the information where Player 1 transfers data to Player 2. 

Player 1 then waits for successful transfer of data packets 

from Player 2 to the next step in the path. Player 1’s trust 

on Player 2 depends upon Player 2’s successful transfer of 
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data packets. The problem is how these two players 

coordinate their actions.  

The outcome of Player 1 depends upon the actions 

(repeated outcome conclusion) of Player 2. In the 

cooperative effort, we must consider the outcome of 

neighboring players (within communication distance) of 

Player 1; i.e., Player 3 and Player 4 (node 



B  and node 



C  

in Figure 1) and have the similar interaction with Player 2. 

If Player 3 and Player 4 have same outcomes as Player 1 

that is no better than Player 1, then the Player 1 concludes 

its decision to select communication path. If the trust of 

Player 1 on Player 2 depends upon the outcomes of its 

neighbor nodes and consistent, then we say it reaches 

Pareto optimality. 

In repeated games, the behavior of Player 1 depends 

upon its opponent’s (Player 2) actions (behavior). Further, 

no threat, punishment, or revenge is considered. The 

strategy is that Player 2 must transfer the packets received 

from Player 1. The trigger strategy is that the malicious 

behavior of Player 2 will permanently disconnect the path 

from Player 1 and its neighbors that have the current path 

through Player 2. For example, the stage game G is of the 

form 

 



G  (N,A,U)      (1) 

 

where 



N  is a set of users (set of sensor nodes), 



A  is a set 

of pure strategy profiles (action may be the missing 

packets for each transmission), and 



U  is a vector of 

payoffs.  

A simple stage game is defined with two players. If the 

two players 



n1  and 



n2 , 



(n1,n2  N), played with set of 

strategies 



ai ,a j (ai ,a j  A)  in time unit 



t i . In a repeated 

game, a player 



n i  plays with strategy 



a i  in time unit 



t i to 

generate payoff 



u i , (



ui U ). Let 



  be the missing 

number of packets in a time period T



(t1,t2,...,tn). The 

number of missing packets in a unit time is 



 /T . 

The payoff β at node D in a period T is given by [7] 

 



 
1 /T

1 ( /T )T 1
    (2a) 

 

Equation (2a) represents the normalized payoff. If



  threshold  then the player is trustworthy. Figure 2a is 

drawn for the dropping of packets at different time period. 

The Figure 2a shows that, the payoff is better if the packet 

dropping slot is in a larger time period. Consider an 

example with the threshold value is fixed at 95%. Figure 

2a concludes that the larger time periods are suggested for 

better payoff (Figure 2a). The same may not be true in a 

smaller time period for the current random data. Therefore, 

the time period is very important to calculate the trust of a 

node. If we consider the smaller time periods, then the 

trust value must be kept at a lower rate.  

 

 

 

Figure 2a: Variation of time units and packet dropping 

 

The payoff can also be calculated using a different 

method. If Ω is the common discount payoff and 



gi (a
t )  is 

the per-period payoff of the i
th

 node related to current 

action 



a t , then the normalized payoff β (relation to utility 

of sequence 



(a0,a1, .....,aT )  at any node is given by [11] 

 



 
1

1T 1
t gi (a

t )

t0

tT

    (2b) 

 

The trust of the player depends upon the outcome of β. 

Figure 2b is drawn using Equation 2b. 

 

 
 

Figure 2b: Payoff β verses packet dropping in a given time period. 
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The Figure 2b shows that the payoff is higher with a 

lower number of packets dropped in the same time period. 

But the average payoff will be very close in a large time 

period. Therefore it is necessary to consider frequent 

averages for packet dropping for appropriate decision.  

From Figures 2a and 2b, we conclude that larger 

periods must be considered to calculate the trust of a node. 

The smaller periods will panic the system, since small 

number of packet dropping will show the trust below the 

threshold.  

V. TRUST MODEL AND GAME APPLICATION 

Each node in the sensor network maintains a dynamic 

table to store the information about packet transfers of the 

successive node in the path. The values in the table include 

the packets transmitted from the node and packets 

transferred from the successive node (recorded through 

over hearing). These values are used for trust calculations 

of the successive node. The values are also used to 

calculate the risk involved in order to carry out packet 

transfer. In other words, trust value is a simple 

mathematical representation. The problem with no 

successive node will be dealt with different models [20]. 

Consider a sensor network of N nodes deployed in a 

field. Let the nodes be connected as shown in the Figure 3 

and represented through a matrix of equation (3). The 

filled nodes are existing nodes and unfilled are drawn to 

complete the matrix. Unfilled means no node exists or a 

dead node. The Equation (3) helps to verify the isolated 

node (black-hole).  

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 3: Sensor network nodes and their relation with neighboring 

nodes. 

 

Reputation is used to predict the behavior of the node. 

We create a table at node i (values stored in table at node 



i  

are overhearing from node 2) to predict the behavior of the 

node j . Let 



Ri, j  represents the reputation of node 



j  

represented by node 



i . The reputation table 



RTi  stores the 

reputations maintained by node i and is represented as: 

 

    (4) 

 

The periodic quantification of reputations at node j is 



Qi, j  and is stored at 



RTi  as part of node



j . The missing is 

calculated as 



(1Qi, j ) . Further, each node has direct and 

indirect observations of reputations. Direct observation is 

the reputations stored at node 



i  and indirect observations 

are received from neighboring nodes. The indirect 

observations are represented as 



IQi, j . The trust prediction 

of the node 



j  depends upon 



Qi, j  and 



IQi, j . 

In repeated games, expected payoff depends upon the 

action profile and its observation. The action profile is 

given by 

 



Ui  (
1

Qi, j
)      (5) 

 

where 



  is the difference between 



Qi, j and 



IQi, j . If 



  0 

then the packets transferred at a node and its neighboring 

node are the same. The trust of the node depends upon the 

factor



 . Further we calculate the average discount factor 

in order to calculate the stable state of the node. The 

average discount payoff is given by 

 



UAi 
  i (t)Ui (t)

t1,n


n
 .   (6) 

 

If the average discount payoff is above the threshold 

then node is trustworthy. If the trust state is consistent, 

then we say it reaches Nash equilibrium. If the Nash 

equilibrium exists in repeated games, then it satisfies the 

Folk theorem [1] and Pareto optimality (payoff in Nash 

equilibrium). The simulations for average discount payoff 

are shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b. 

Figure 4a shows the number of packets transmitted to 

average discount payoff. The system stabilizes after 

transmission reaches 1500 and above. The trust calculation 

in large time periods and packets transfer provides the 

stable results. In Figure 4b, average discount payoff is 

better in larger period of time.  

 



RTi  {Ri, j}
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Figure 4a: Average discount payoff verses number of packets dropped 

 

 

 

Figure 4b: Average discount payoff verses number of packets dropped 

 

For a small value of λ (0.001) and probability of more 

than 90% successful packet transfer rate, the payoff 

increases in a smaller period of time (if lower number of 

packets is dropped). In average discount payoff, the 

number of packets dropped is set approximately the same. 

The number of transmitted packets is numbered in small or 

many. In the beginning, the average discount payof 

increases (from 100 packet transmission to 900 packet 

transmission) and settles after it reaches a transmission 

rate of 1000 packets with the same number of drops. This 

shows, for a selected action strategy of a player, the game 

reaches Nash equilibrium at action profile during the time 

period of higher number of packet transmission with lower 

dropouts. That means the successive node can be trusted at 

current state. 

 

VI. TRUST-BASED PACKET FORWARDING 

In trust-based systems, we begin to believe all nodes in 

the path are trusted. Trust of node 2 at node 1 will be 

developed after repeated transfer of packets from node 1 

(ni) to node 2 (nj) and then successfully transferred from 

node 2. The trust of interaction between these nodes is 

 

 



Ti, j
t  (n j ,sk ,TEi, j,t )    (7) 

 

where 



Ti, j
t

 is a trust of node ni on node nj at time t, 



sk  is a 

set of possible specifications to perform task at nj where 



sk  S , and 



TEi, j,t  is the set of tasks.  

 Further, the node 



n i , the initiator node must store 

the data about the reliability of node 



n j  when the packets 

are transferred repeatedly. The node 



n i  experience in 

repeated operation of packet transfer is 

 

 



Ri, j
t  (n j ,sk ,Pi, j,t )   (8) 

 

where 



Pi, j,t  is satisfaction achieved by node ni at node nj 

at any time t and 



Pi, j,t  (0,1). 

The experience of each particular task will be updated 

at 



n i  and represented as 

 

 



I t (n j ,sk)  n j ,w j    (9) 

 

where 



w j  is the response from nj in the interaction. By 

updating the process combinations of 



I t  and storing the 

experiences of 



T t  and 



R t  we get the quality satisfaction 

measurements. 

The equations (2), (6), and (9) will provide the needed 

information to trust the node 



n i  for future transformation 

of information. 

To create trust level we generated random data to test 

the equation (9). In the test process, 100 random samples 

were generated for node
 
nj. If node 



n j  is trusted more 

than 90%, we note that the trust level is above threshold. 

This process was repeated 100 times to reach correct trust 

level. The process was repeated and the percentage of 

trust in hundred attempts is shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5: Trust relation generated in 100 iterations. 

 

The random generation of trust data is not a correct 

process but it helps in simulations. The average trust of a 

hundred samples in Figure 5 is approximately 90.42.  The 

average of hundred samples is approximately 90.42. The 

threshold was set as 90 and above and satisfies the 

simulation results. Therefore, we can assume that if the 

transfer rate is above 90% the node can be trusted. 

VII. TRUST MODEL WITH RELIABLE NEIGHBORS 

The nodes within the communication distance are the 

neighbors of the node. The neighbor nodes confirm the 

trust of common successive node. For example, node 



B  

and node 



C  are the neighbors of node 



A  (Figure 1). The 

neighbors of the node 



n i  can be represented as: 

 



N i  (n j | nk  N), if (ni,nk)  true  (10) 

 

To confirm the neighbor nodes, we use the Boolean 

function in equation (10). If the Boolean function value is 

true in equation (10), the nodes are neighbors. Identify 

trusted neighbors and keeps the superior nodes (trustable 

nodes) and ignores the inferior nodes, the node 



A  

interacts with several of its neighbors (node 



B  and node



C ). For example, if we denote 



 i  as the inferior neighbor 

node and 



 s  as the superior neighbor node then their 

values will be represented as 



0 i  s 1. If 



 s  is close 

to 1 then the neighbor will be identified as superior. 

Therefore, the most trusted node is 

Therefore, the representation of most trusted node is 

 



NTsup
t (ni ,sk)  {nk | nk  N}, if trustof nk  threshold  

      (11) 

 

Similarly, the set of nodes with doubtful confidence is 

given by 

 



NTinf
t (ni,sk)  {nk | nk  N}, if trustof nk  threshold  

      (12) 

 

The most reputed nodes (established complete trust 

over time) will be grouped into reliable nodes and 

represented as 

 



NRinf
t (ni,sk)  {nk | nk  N}, if trust of nk  threshold  

      (13) 

 

The reliable nodes are useful to verify the trust of 

successive nodes. If the reliable node is not available, it 

will verify trust of a successive node based on reputation 

values or node ratings (economic market place) done 

using economics models [39, 27]. 

The calculation of the threshold value is very 

important and will be calculated using equation (8). The 

agent updates the threshold value in preset time instances. 

VIII. QUERY-BASED DIRECT TRUST CALCULATION  

The query-based approach is useful to establish the 

communication path from source nodes to the base 

station. The query system helps to infer the future status 

of the trusted communication path. Further, the 

information obtained through query system will predict 

the future actions of the nodes in the path.  

The performance of node 



n j  over the (change of) 

time



t  depends upon the successful transfer of packets that 

were received from the node 



n i . The reliability of a node



n j  is the trust measure associated with the task (packet 

transfer).  Sabater and Sierra [25] stated that the outcome 

of the reputation measure of node 



n i  depends upon 

delivery time, quality, and percent of transfers. Using 

these factors the trust (T) of the node 



n i  to the node 



n j  is 

 



T  f (O, ,t,R)     (14) 

 

where 



O  is the outcome, 



  is variable outcome to be 

judged, 



t  is recorded time, and 



R  is rating 



R 1,1 . 

The value -1 is absolutely negative and 1 is positive. 

Since R is the ratings at time t of outcome 



  of a task, the 

equation (14) must satisfy the equation (7). The reliability 

value is obtained from the number of experiences used to 

calculate the trust and variability of these ratings 

experiences. 

Using repeated game model, the outcome of node 



n j

with imperfect history of packet forwarding and dropping 

is calculated as 
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U j ()  (1)  tu j
t (a j

t )

t0

n

   (15) 

 

where the discount factor 



  (0,1), 



a j
t

 is the action part 

of j
th

 node at time t, and 



u j
t

 is expected payoff profile. 

Folk’s theorem for repeated games [1] asserts that there 

exists 



  such that 



0 1 will be enforced based on the 

information shared by the players. Therefore, we rewrite 

the equation (15) using the Fork’s theorem as:  

 

 



U j ()  (1)  tu j
t (a j

t )

t0

n

   (16) 

 

The Folk’s theorem further assumes that the players 

share the common information about each other’s actions. 

The strategy can be extended to inference of the other 

player’s future actions. That is, depending upon the 

current information of successive player, the current 

player can infer the next (future) actions of successive 

player. Using this information, the player can decide to 

recalculate the communication path. 

The player 



n i  shares the common information from 

other players (Folk’s theorem) and the rating of the node 



n j  will be calculated using Automatic Collaborating 

Filtering (ACF) [26]. The ACF uses the mean squared 

difference formula [26] with two users. Let the 

performance of node 



n j  is rated by nodes G and H. Let 



G f  and 



H f  denote the ratings of G and H on a feature 

(packet transfer) f of the node 



n j . Let 



  be the set of 

features of the node 



n j . Both G and H are rated the node 



n j  and 



f   . The difference between two nodes G and 

H in terms of their interests in a node 



n j  is given by [9]: 

 

 



 U , j 
1


G f H f 

fS


2
  (16) 

 

If 



  is very small, the ratings provided by neighboring 

nodes are helpful for decision. Otherwise, the node 



n i
need to collect more facts from other neighbors before 

any further decision to be made.  

There are two types of ACF recommendations: 

invasive and noninvasive based on the user preferences 

[27], [28]. The invasive approach uses explicit user 

feedback having the preferences between 0 and 1. The 

preferences are interactive and Boolean in noninvasive 

approach. In the noninvasive approach, the rating 0 means 

the user not rated and the rating 1 means the user rated. 

Therefore in noninvasive cases, it requires more data for 

any decision. In ACF systems, all user recommendations 

will be taken into account even though they are entered at 

different times. The ACF system gets more strength with 

more recommendations and new recommendations 

depend upon the current data updates in the system. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

The available security models for packet transfer in 

wireless networks are useful for intruder detection, 

sinkholes, and black holes. These methods need a lot of 

processing, storage, and energy. There is no literature 

available for a simple security model for wireless sensor 

networks that confirm the trusted successive node to 

transfer the packets. The proposed model is a unique 

approach to transfer the data securely and at the same 

time confirms the trust of next level node.  

The paper discusses the trust models and trust-based 

approach in sensor net works. The role of repeated game 

in trust models was introduced and calculated the average 

discount payoff verses number of packets dropped. The 

model identifies that large time slots provide better results 

than observing the packet dropping in a short period of 

time. 

Further, the model for trust relation among the nodes 

was presented and prediction of a trusted node in the path 

was discussed using game model and Automatic 

collaborative filtering approach. The models presented are 

useful to transfer the data with minimum overheads. 

The future research includes the rating of a successive 

node using electronic marketplace model [39] to calculate 

the trusted path. Further, the trusted successive node will 

be calculated using an agent with a set of nodes (cluster). 

The cluster-based approach saves the energy at the node 

level, since calculations are done at agent node. Further, 

an event-based [38] approach with electronic marketplace 

concept can be developed depending upon the situation of 

sensor networks. The mixed approaches are suggested 

depending upon the topology of sensor networks and type 

of environment.  
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